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OROWITHOP

Prom the beginning of the nineteenth oentury, Africa1o historical

centres found themselves outstripped by new-type, initially isolated,

creations like Khartoum, founded .by .the Egyptians and Zanzibar reborn

under the Muscat Arabs - a development that became more general, and

above all endowed with-better resources, later, when the: oontinent: was

carved up by the oolonial Powers in 1885. But: it was only-with the

Second:World #ax; that some of. the colonial capitals began to gro# ->■*■■■

inordinately and to create the problems they'now present to the newly

independent African States* Like other oolonial phenomena*1 this- tt*tean

upsurge was a manifestation of a "projected" economy, made possible by

large-scale investments whose profitability is now in doubt*^

Although Afrioan censuses are often rather rudimentary, it is

possible to determine oertain fundamental tendencies of urban commu

nities, the first of which is rapid growth* The rate of growth for

the 28 cities of 100,000 inhabitants and over was of about 4 per oettt^

for the.,-perlpjl, 1931-1948 and-5 per cent for 1948-I96O, with Important

regi'onaT variations during'tne latter period/which saw the rate of

growth pass the 8 per cent in Central and West Africa (not including

Nigeria). Nigeria must be oonsidered separately, because virban life

there is 90 widespread and qf such ancient origins, that -laijg© towns,

,■ -..-.,■.-.- ■ ■■ £. ■■' '--r':, ne-j.:. '■ •' ".
suoh as Lagos;iand Kano, grow'up to a oertain extent at the "expense

vftt!-S - ■■-
of other urban areas. 'Even so,, the population of towns over 20^000 :

inhabitants grew from^T ipeir oent of the^total population in 19M,
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up to 9.6 per cent in 1952-1953 (l8 per cent at places over 5,000),

This rate of urban growth is equivalent to what it was in Erigland Jotf ' -

the. eye of the. industrial revplu,ti9n(4oj ... ... - ... f,

From the- point of view of^development, it must-be rememWed i;hat

the'population&ay be-regarded as an investitent,- with,like any other

investment,'its negative aspefct. While an increased population ulti

mately represents greater'-productive capacity,' that population Mist ' '

know how t> work; nor must we forget the time thai; must elapse between

birth and entry into the-active population. In^her- terms (and we shall

see that the situation remains similar from many o^her points of view)'/

an increase rin urbafe^^dpulatiou^imis^ "on pain of death*' spell higher

production in the secondary seetori, (e^etially industrial) or in the;

tertiary sector {whether government or ■0bimer81al)vy—h ^ "■'

t&rvx, ;,prF 28.CITISS ... , v

with more than 100.000 inhabitants in 1^60

"WEST AFRICA ltfl)"eiT 1Bi"""^"f--- -'■■-■- ' ^

(Dakar, Abidjan, Conakry, Bamako, (Lagoc, Ibadan, Kano, Oshogbo
Acdra, Kwniasi^^eooncLL-Tako^a^i)-^ ^Ogbomosho, Ife^ Iwo) ^■■■'. "*>

iy4S - 551,30,0-3 + 6.03 per cent ..J952-53rrl>292,300;^c+..2.-15--pe»-.oent .
I960 -1,393,800 - + 8.03 per oent

';■' CMTRAL AFRICA " EAST AFRICA : ";

(Douala, Leopoldviile, Luanda (Addis Ababa, Khartoum^Omdurman,'"'""
Eli-sabethviiae, ^Salisbury, Bula- 'Hairobi, Mombasa, Daives-SaiaaJr-1'
wayo, Loiirenoo-Marques). . ... ..^ Jfogadisciq, Tananarive),,. .. ■ .

193fl " v8'^° - ■:-:-,.. .4.931 ■- .^69,900 , .....
1948 - 529,400 - + 5.33 per cent 194^ -1,054,100 - + 6.35 per oent
I960 ^l,4#0,*GOi^ ;8,7O per: oent mo ^y6f7.9OO m + ^6y^T :oent
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(a) Pogalation

Observation of the urbanization process in Western countries has

revealed the emergence of new forms of sooial "behaviour affecting births,

marriages and deaths, and generally taking the form of a reduction in

the ratfes of these three demographic factorsi and especially the sub-

faotori infantile mortality*'

In Tropioal Africa, the position is still different for the moment,

births being still higher in the towns than in the oouriirjr,' at^rettds'

ezoeeding 40 per cent, inflated, it is true, by the inofflEinate propbrtion

of reproductive age and the numbers of oouniltfyvom&ri ufio ii&ve their <JOit-

finements in town. The death-rate, on the other hand, has considerably

decreased, often to half the birth-ratej but, while the general'rate

is now comparable to the Western rate, infantile mortality remains'iiigh.

Here it should be reoalled that in the Ifest the drop in the birth-rate

oame much later than that in the death-rate. Lives are automatically

saved by rising standards of living, medical care and, above* all, "the

spreading knowledge of' hygiene 5 but the drop in the.numbex of..births

haerfceeh the result of a slow evolution j whioh, because, of tfce combination

of sooio—econbmib and psychological factors involved, has not yet been

entirely ekplained. ■•■ '■; ;1 ■■. ■■ .. . ,-■ ■ • ,;

What strikes the mind initially in Tropical Africa is the existence

of traditional factors that swell tHe birth-rate. The clan can survive

only through chiidren; it marries i'ts women^jroung and instill xti. tiiem

a strong desire to procreate. In the tr^^ti6n^; Shvironment^ however,
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fertility was rather low, being no more - in so far as it.ca#.be _■

estimated -.than 350°/oo. For custom also puto cheoks on the birth-

... rate,, the most effeotive being the separation of husband and wife for

-two^pr three years after each, birth, .

- What will be the effect of urbanization on thio situation ?: ,Tfce

traditional check supplied by separation is affected by a combination

,;!-... of factors in. whioh tho Christian message io mingled with the exiotenoe

of supplies of powdered milk,: whioh enable several children to be fed

at once. The urban structure £6X se seems likely to be even more effeotive,

in (apparently)., destroying.the social edifioe of the clan and transforming

men into workers.under individual contracts obliged to count their pennies.

Moreover, the most obvipuo clan survival is a form of parasitism that

exerto a pressure opposite, to. that exerted in the pasti tho clan

../'■brothers" are muoh more interested in their share of the viotim's

. wagea than in the now gratuitous honour of having a host of nephews and

oousinc- .. . ... • . ..

■; Accordingly, we may predict a drop in the birth-rate in the towns

;"I0f:: and cities of^Tropioal Afrioa> i so long as; we do-not harbour either of

:t two^lllusioiiS! we must not expect this drop in the imme^iate^: pr even

the fairly near, future - nor must we believe in .the inevitability of

..,,. complete- identification between Trppi.oal Afrioa and the West. Birth-

. r.atesi.are...af.ter all mainly a mattor ,for the women, and they have

1T, sucpoeded remarkably well^n maintaining their traditions, while

...r,a4a.pting, the.mselyes just a.3 remarkably to new living oonditions. One
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possibility that must therefore be foreseen is that their attitude in

this connexion may remain different from that of their Western sisters.

In Lagos, the demographies situation appears od£ly antiquated; with

the apparent stabilization of the population at the level of 118 men

for every 100 women in 1950. In Leopoldville, the Afrioan population

has increased still more rapidly than in Lagos, especially over, the

last twenty years, and this.increase has been accompanied "by marked .

demographic changes, although the proportion of men to women has stood

"between. 170:100 and 200(100 sines 1937- The most striding increase has

.oocurrfejl in the child population, which inoreased tenfold between 1940

and ,19-55, as against a sixfold rise in the adult population. We may

therefore conclude that the urban population is stabilized, especially

families. But the birth-rate rose from 3,4 per cent in 1950 to 5 pe*

cent in 1955; while infantile mortality fell from 19.6 per cent to 14

per cent over the same period and the death-rate dropped from .12,1 per cent

to 9.8 P©^ cent between 1952 and 1955* ■ ..

(b) Migration - ■■ '

Migration plays a fundamental role in Afrioan life, both rural

" ■ • ---^ q^i-ic■-.■:::.'.
and urban. The expansion of towns is due far more to the flight from

the-land than to natural growth; despite the scope of the latter* While

it/ia:hct often ppssible to obtain figures for migrants, some indication

can. fbe obtained frbto age pyramids. For the flight from the.-'land- seldom

irrv-blverj: complete families. Hence those urban centres that have -received

many migrants in recent times have an inordinate proportion of young?
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and especially male, adults, whereas the 15-20 age group, i.e. those

just under the usual age at which the flight from the land takes plaoe,

is particularly small compared with the next group in the pyramid.

In the case of Lugos, there is no source of information on the

length of otay in the cityj but the proportion of inhabitants born in

the city fell from 42 per cent in 1931 to 36 per cent in 1950, and

censuses indicate a rato of increase well atoye the difference between

the death-rates and birth-rateo, reaching an annual maximum of 5.8

per cent in 1901-10, compared with 1.3 per cent fcr rthe preceding 30

years and with 2.9 per cent for the following 30 years. In recent years

immigrants have "been coming mainly from eastern Nigeria, where 13t per cent

of. the I95O population were born, aa againot 4 per cent of the 1931

population. The Ibo of eastern Nigeria were the only tribe to emigrate

to Lagos in substantial numbers, after the Yoruba, who oome not only

from the neighbourhood of Lagos but. eTen from all over Nigeria. This

inflow of rbo contrants with the drop in Hausa immigration-, and this

ohange has important sooio-economio consequences, as the Ibo are about

95 per oent Christian and educated (no more than 19.4 per cehVilliterate).

The Hausa-. en the other hand? are Muslims (93 per cent) and generally

illiterate (66,2 per/ cent) (50) • , ' ■:.■ ■

In spite of the high birth-rate, the population of Leopoldville

ias increased oMefly through immigration. Between 1945'"and 1955? the

average annual number of arrivals amounted to 25,00/), and cf departures

to 5,000. ia 1955^ only'25.9 per cent of the inhabitants had been bom
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in the city, 80 per oent: of these bei&g. oh&ldren■under 15 years of age* . ;

On the.otfcer hand, 38.4 per.-pent had less tk&n 5- ys&rs'. residence. Two-

thirjLsxo.f the population come,-from..tiie Leopol-dville proyinoe itself, ;

whioh is, ^Largely populate^Iby IJakpngo. The neighbouring territories .fn.i.

of Angola and former French. Equatorial- Afrioa sepv^fOnly to atreftgthen t

the Bakpngo element* so that-the city is definitely dorairiated "by, that:

ethnio group, whioh is.characterized/by the matrilineal family-system--.\.

and its much too easily fprgotten contacts with. Suro.peans, since 1482. .■.-=■>

The obntrast hetweeh the Bakoingo and the "Bangala" (^tWe tribal name

tended in the city to all nori-Safcongo) is striking,* thou^f^ther'e are

few statistios-'available to bear^it ou-^T^ReferefiS© may'~be &a&$*^ov the

1954 survejr of independent workers, whioh revealed that the latter made"

up 3.6 per oSnt of-the original population of JilqSatbt ^roVinbe and 5,6*'"Ci

per cent of the foreign population, while they re'J^Ifen^ed bttly 1*3 per x

cent of the original inhabitants of Leopoldville Province. The gr'adual' T

decline of the.^Bangala^has ruine.d the hopes, .place^ in the.m.'byxfibeG^lgian

authorities and missionaries,; who .had imposed;; their Ianguage,til4^gsi^ji -j. >

on the-j-^fmy and hoped ;it would,;t*e reoognize4oaa the-rnationa^tlasguage-Xn,--/

of th^^w^ole Congo, and9especially of the ea^ire urban oommuni^ oaG,:■.■■.-

Leopo^dYille, whioh wouJL-d thus have acquired an inter—tribaZ'Tehar.ac^teaerv ,r-

\g) 6-6»centration in large cities ' '

Like the general problem of under-development, the question of

urbanization in Afrioa, considered in its economic aspects, is one of

poverty and hunger, of masses of human beings seeking their livelihood.
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The1 economics concerned are much more than "under-developed"! they '' •'■'■

are'"dislocated" or "unbalancedn.: In theni there' is -Imbalance between

the growth of'pbpulatibn and the increase in production' or employment,

imbalance in investments, imbalanoe also between the great oities and

the1 countries as a whole, While the situation is still unclear as

regards fertility, the death-rate is 'certainly lower in the cities,

wher's there are better health and cultural facilities^ and sohd'bl °

enrolment rates, electricity consumption and personal incomeo (where ■■:"x

tliey pan be measured) are higher, . There the women and children are

freer, if not trappier. Social classes are emerging,and-political :,,. c

consciousness is suoh, thai; the towns may be said to have put all iAfrioa

on;the.highway to independency* ;.Qp. the:..other, side of the picture,

sooial resistance to betterment is .!l,ess marked :in town,; where less

rigid.patterns ,<$ behaviour-:provide ther plasticity, of structures ;ir.

neoessary ,to eqonomio 1growt^(ll)*, ;,. .... .. .■,,,- ,. :-. :.

i:" ■<■'- '• Aoobrdihgiy^ the mafh: town's and bi-ties inevitably become poles ' ;

of 'development ^arouitd whioh ptlie"!adjacent regions, :if not whole countries,

revolt. "If '■■€&£ problem' is' oohsiderect f^om Hhe point of view I'a-tiher- '°

of making * an; inventWy; or'!iirlawin^ up a Tiatranoe-sheet tn;ai3' of 'defining

a •pdiioy,-there is rib doubt that the bhie-f 'towns arid cities'fe'Africa

have already begun to play their destine^ role*. Uany^ar-e the aotivitie;s

to be found already in them, not excluding industry, tfe note, too,

the general practice of employing the maximum amount of labour (noapftt*&

saving investment") rather than maximum capital ("labour-saving investmentn)|
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which is logical, since labour is certainly easier to find there than

oapital, but which raises questions of output, housing etc.

These urban activities-show how the deficiencies peculiar to,,

under-developed economies fade with the upsurge of the towns, ancL

especially the oities. Markets there are less scant; real production

factors (water, electricity, fuel etc.) are less expensive; labour,

especially'skilled labour, is more plentiful; and openings fox initia

tive are more numerous. In many fields, e.g. electricity, the undertaking

©an only be established in town, unless it is big enough to "be self-

sufficient. Wliere a city is at the same time a port, it cannot radiate

out towards the sea; but .it has special facilities for importing

materials for processing and exporting its surplus production.

The question of size is important, since the larger a town is the

lower are production factors costs. Water, electricity, fuel eto. can

be supplied more cheaply; imported articles (eUg. motor cars) can be

used more efficiently as conditions-are.more like those prevailing in

the country of production. ; While-wages-ar© higher in the cities* labour

is often cheaper because the economio ^.cultural and social environments

are more favourable to production. Technical training is more advancedj

and the worker becomes more easily familiar with a European language and

with the spirit of modern society, and particularly its tempo, which is

quicker and more closely regulated that in the village (ll).

The big city simultaneously exposes the newcomer to new influences

and frees him from the. restrictions.of traditional society. But here

we perceive a limi^to its, influence^ the newcomer often remains

psychologically attached to customs that are neither buttressed by the
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urban economy nor sanctioned "by any local authority. Even in the cities

most detached from tradition, old prejudices at times com© back up to

the surface; for instanoe, a foreman may suddenly find it difficult

to win the obedienoeof a labourer because the,latter regards him as

his slave in custom.

Despite this social problem, many large towns in Tropical Afrioa

have carved themselves out a worthy plaoe in the economic world. Often,

even, analysis-"brings out the faot that capitals with a marvellous

political status were above all business centres before the State arrived

on the scene. This applies to Lagos, vrhioh oertainly contributes a

bigger share to Nigeria's national product (statistics are lacking)

than the one per cent the city aocounts for of the country's population,

Lagos consumes no less than 46 per cent of the electricity produced in

Kigeria-in the, commercial and industrial sectors, and 50 per cent in

the domestic-seotor. It aocounts for: 38 per cent-of all lioenoes issued

to motorists and 56 per cent of all telephone oalls* It also haB 7-out

of a total of 19 Hotels, attd publishes £of -the1 20' daily newspapers and

18 out of 19 periodicals, etc.. As to foreign trade, traffic handled

at Lagos in 1959 represented 67 per cent of Nigeria's total exports and

53 per cent of its total imports-

■-:-.:■■■ There has been a^chain reaction, the existence of a port giving

rise, ori'the one hand,'to a Variety of' workshops and.finally true

factories and,'on the other, to shops, building undertakings and the

facilities of ail kinds required by an ever-growing and ever more
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prosperous population. The theory of the -induced effects of industri

alization is' less clearly confirmed at Lagos than at Leopoldville, the

paradox in the former case being the hesitancy of oapital faced with •■'■

the magnificent prospects of industrialization offered it(35)»

With 2j per oent of the population of the former Belgian Congo,

Leopoldville in 1957 contributed 7 per cent of the territory's national

product, to which the remainder of teopoldville Province added 20 per oent,

while Katanga's contribution amounted to 34 per cent. More than one half

of Congo's national product therefore came from these two Provinces alohe,

and the national economy seemed to revolve round two poles of development.

The position of the two main oities may be seen from the following table.

: Leopoldville BlisEtbethville Rest of Congo-

Per oent of population 2,5

Hotels 13

Cinemas 15

Daily newpapers 2

Periodicals 31

Building oonoerns 92

Metal construction concerns 23

Footwear factories 4

Breweries 3

Cafe's - public houses 320

1

20

7

3

15

120

13

2

1

152

96.5

239

66

2

74

351

31

2

3 '

433
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As regards transport, Belgian policy favoured Leopoldville by making,

compulsory.the export of half Katanga's products by a "national route"*

Thus the twin ports of Leopoldville (river) and Hatadd reached a

position immediately after Mombasa, the,largest port in Equatorial.

Africa. In 1959, traffic through the port of Leopoldville amounted to

1,739,300 tons of goods, and that through Ilatadi to 1,388,000 tons.

The case of Dakar is awkward to dgal with, owing to the collapse

of-; the federation whose metropolis it was for so long. At the present

time, the0Cap Vert peninsula (i.e. Dakar and its environs) accounts for

only ^per .cent of Senegal's active; population; but the 9 per, °Qnt

include^., 70 per cent, of the workers in trade and industry and more than

50 per oent of those engaged in other activities in the modern sectors

tr,a&sp,Qri, services, , administration, . The tertiary sector is hyper -

trophied," having more than two-thirds of the active population,

although the peninsula olaims 80 per cent of Senegal's industrial

workers and consumes 95 per cent of the electricity produoed. The sea

port capitals of Abidjan, Accra and Luanda are in positions economically

similar to those of Lagos and Dakar. The same does not apply to certain

inland capitals. Nairobi and Salisbury are vast industrial cities;

but, like Leopoldville, they have rivals to cope with: (l) the port of

Mombasa and (2) the great railway junction of Bulawayo, In each case,

however, the pair constituted by the two main cities dominates the

situation as completely as the single metropolis in the case of the

ports.
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CHANGING NEEDS

(a). Publio services .

One basic point to remember in any urban study is that, while man's

needs do not change in their essence, the meana of satisfying them

differ radically according to whether he lives in the bush or in a

large town - or midway between in a small town, where oonditiono are

nearer -the former than the latter, The bigger, the town, the more

difficult, if not impossible, it becomes (it does Wortunately remain

possible, but- at what a oostl) to drink water from the river, to walk

between home and work, to pick up off the ground the wood needed for

cooking or building a shack,, to grow the plants and rear the animals

re^^^for £oodf etc.. It is, in fact, the misfortune of many towns

in Trppl-oal Africa tfiat the inhabitants have persisted too long in pro

longing tfcese typical, aspects of rural.life,, whereas throughout the

world in general., people have become accustomed to measure progress in

towns by the progress .in their public services and industries, and in

particular their food and building industries.

In tfeis respedt Lagos shows contrasts in a general picture that

is more favourable than in most;Afrioan towns and cities. The water

problem became acute there as early as 1&98, and the introduction of a

system that was considered too costly provoked riots in 1914. During ,

the Second:WorldTWar, .per capita consumption fell.to 18 gallons per-;day,

though it has sinoe risen to 25 gallons and extension works are procee

ding, so that the situation can be said to be fair. It should be noted
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that, because navigational needs come first in seaports, in Lagos -

as in Mombasa - the municipality does not control the water supply.

As regards electrioity, Lagos takes first plaoe in one important aspeoil

African consumption. Since 1935t consumption has "been very like that

in Leopoldvillej but the share of foreigners and industry in the total .

is much lower than in the Congolese capital. -The number of .buses (whiph

the municipality has been buying sinoe-1958 from, various private,enters .

prises) and the total length of macadamized roads, while; less than in ,

Leopoldville, are nevertheless substantial; fpr an African .capital,

especially compared witir-what exists in the; £©st of Higeria. The number

of passengers oarried is about the same in both cities*;

The former French African territories ^display a marked unity 6? '!°':

polioy in this respect, a's in many ottiera.^ Since 1946,* a'Cen%ai'^uiid ' r

has been financing State or semi-State institutions' in the spheres ''hi L

credits, building? electrioity etc.. An effori toineet the cruoial^ ii&eu^

water, affeobing 93 urban ceniires in Africa, 'has absorbed l^Y^O'milliori'

francs CFA. Thb per capita volume of water supplied in Dakar rose '■

between 1945 and 1955 from'21 to 30 gallons per day.; In 1956, it

amounted to 2t-gallons in.Canakryj 13inrAbidjan' and 12 .^n Bamako..

Rising standards of living were re£ie<xted ■&€>% only.;in increased total

consumption but in growing Individualv.cSonsumption, : as compared with :"bhe

roadside fountains,- which now. aoaquwttfoa? only 23.83 por cont of the. .

supply in Dakar and 41-lT'"peirccer>ibi;in-BaiBako.?,oas against a normal . :

proportion of 75 per dent a* the end of ;th0 War*. ■■ ■ . - .(
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: ■■" In Nairobi, as in most cities under British control, the public

servioes are still left to private enterprise — except water supplies,

which are in the hands of a great, many municipalities. The .city began

"by purchasing in 1922, for the modest sum of £ 20,000 (US $ 100,000),

a quite inadequate reservoir built by the railway company. Vast works

have been carried out on various occasions since 1931; but these have

always fallen short of needs, and consumption fell from 20 gallons in

1938 to only 9 in 1945 before rising to 25 in 1947, and falling again

to 14 in I960.

. _ Electricity consumption in i960 reached the figure of 226 million kWh,

or 900 per inhabitant (as against 300 in Lagos or Leopoldville),including

234 for domestic consumption. The buses oarried 25 million passengers,

qr 1,00 journeys per inhabitant per year (oompared with about 105 in

Lagos or Leopoldville, 63 in Mombasa and. 73 in Dar-es-Salaam),

(b) Nutrition ^">■- ■-

Smile Sola described Paris as a monster with an inaatiable maw.

The cities of Africa also have their food demands, which deserve atten-

tion, especially in view of theix extremely varied and often unexpected

aspects. The question of food supplies has infinite repercussions,

affecting the most diverse spheres: population, health, trade,

■'industry, aoottlturation etc. The general opinion on the" subjeot is

based on a few ideas the more important of which go baok to Adam Smith.

They may1'be expressed in the form of over-simple equations,- such as I

■surplus'agricultural production « food for the towns, or one town-dweller
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nore = one food producer leas - or, again, "by the principle that the

role of food diminishes with rising standards of living.

In Tropioal Africa, local circumstances alter the food situation.

The flight from the land oocurred ;with no check ..of the existence of .- ■;

surplus production, such a check appearing all the less necessary-

■because-the man leaving often left "behind him in the village a wife who

was the household1 s real agricultural producer, and the share of food'

in expenditure may increase with the standard of living if the -latter

implies the substitution of imported foodstuffs for local products.

The; increase in the urban- population has not so far created famines

like those periodically experienced "by certain Asian oitie^j which irave

."•lisrger? papuaaiiows than tl^o-so iu Tropical ^ifrirs. In: a continent

where malnutrition i3;rife, their existence presents problems, but of

a qualitative rather than a quantitative type. It should be repeated

here that a really balanoed growth of the urban centres demands higher

agricultural production that will turn the countryside into a more

attractive market for urban products. But' the contrary is not automa

tically true, as the towns do not neoessairily provide a market for the

produoe of the farmers, in whose interest it may be to concentrate on

industrial crops.

There is a general tendency to be noted in Africa to prefer a more

and more Western diet.. While this is in contradiction with geography

and natural resources, it is justified both physiologically and psycho

logically* Equal or evon identical work demands not only equal pay but

equal food - equal not only in quantity but also in qua&ity and variety ,
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The scope of the revolution already accomplished in this direction

should.te appreciated at its true value. In the former.French Afrioan

territories, for example, imports of flour rose from7,000tons in 1913

to 115^000 tons in 1956, and to 150,000 tons - i.e. by more than twenty

times/- in 196o(45)» The reason is that the urban,; wage-earner wan^e-to

eat bread, and a very-close relationship, is to be noted between the rise

in; the consumption of bread and the rise in wages. Such wants ara

justified, as the local grains have not the same food value as wheat..

The demand for meat is also increasing, and it is almost as hard

to meet out of"local .resources as the demand for bread, $ae eo&stal

regions, which were the cradles io£ most of.the large towns,:are^nearly

allunsuited to stock-breeding. Hence airccftft, oan now be seen fanning

out to fly meat from the Chad■area to Leopoldville and Accra. This is

obviously.a costly means bf::transpor1;$ but those «h^.;.oamoti.afford.:.BUoh

luxury are buying more' and more salted, frozen or preserved meat. In

addition, the coastal situation of many towns naturally encourages

consumption of fish. This question,has bee,n receiving -attention for

some fifteen years, and industrial fishing has developed, especially

at Dakar, though,the Senegalese workman has been found to prefer salted

oqd or.sardines from distant seas to tunny-fish oaught off Gap Vert.

r The main point is that, -while, tlae towns are not ne

to ©atvvQQrtain products*, they do .constitute oentres ready to:,process ,.

them into articles for the international., market.. ; .; :
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HOUSIUO...........

In a modem city changing housing needs are so important that the

dwelling tends to become the most characteristic feature of-the standard

of living. That may explain the strong imprint of the industrial revo

lution on the Western world. The process was not painless, and the

first thing remembered when talk is of nineteenth-century distress in

•lirope and America' is ■-the slums. Empty stomachs and spiritual afflictions

are more readily forgotten; for it is harder to cheat on housing than on

any other aspects, of the social problem,.

- Apart from the advent oS new types of housing, the industrial -

revolution induced a riew system of■ urban segregation in the Western >

world. The old districts^ European oities still *emind one of the -

time-when the noble in his palaoe, the bourgeois in his house and the-

poor man in his ho*el lived side By'side, but their new districts;

like those in American oities, are much more differentiated. As Lewis

HumfoM-wri'tes, the suburb was' a Pharisaical way of passing byon the

other sMe, leaving the urban body itself in the gutter.

f There are survivals of a past like that of the European oities in

the oldest African'cities 'or in those most recalcitrant to Western

Influence. In Ibadan, Kane and Old Lagos itself there are many districts

■fii which-rich aftd pbdr are mingled, and this tendency should be taken

into account as an important element in local culture, reflecting an

attitude that some slum-elearanoS plans have come up against with

disastrous results. These old districts are distinguished not only by



their slums, "but also "by a particular way. of life implying great _,

solidarity "between neighbours of different sooial levels and, inter

alia, considerable exchange of eoonomio services.

However, the question of old districts arises only in a fow African

cities. In most the housing problem is only a question of building

enough dwellings for the newcomers who keep flowing into town - a

simple question apparently, but one that has nowhere been satisfactorily

solved. Strenuous efforts have been made everywhere to improve housing

conditions. In many towns special bodies have been- set up for the

purpose, usually State;6rgana vith extensive resouroes and powers. But

the situation is sHll clearly-crxtioal, the main point apparently

being that, while the other aspeots of standards of living oan be

covei%a.'-6"heaply, housing demands far higher wages than "thgee »ow current

in Tropical Africa, failing some revolutionary discovery in this field.

i!h& housing problem in Lagos is dominated by the fact that Old Lagos

is an island whioh can-liarca'y:i;be-Enlarged, though a little has been

achieved by' drainage.* • £he very essence of traditional life is affected

when the palaces of the chiefs"'- which were built on the lines of Roman ■

houses, with "atrium" and "oompluvium" - and the homes of their followers,

which1 were arranged around the palaces in closed circles instead of

slir'edWV'are destroyed. What remains of Old Lagos is, it may be added,

full of charm and it can only be hoped that something of it will always

survive. It was nevertheless difficult"foresist the cold reality of

figures which showed 3,930 dwellings for 28,518 inhabitants in 1871,
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and only 12,930 for .126,000 in 1?31. Spurred on "by an epidemic of

plague, the Government in'1929-" sot up an autonomous Board, which '

immediatly attaoked the very hearVof the plague - an area of 150 acres

with 30,000 inhabitants. But the.outcry of the people caused work to

"be suspended when the scheme was only one-third.completed (19). After

the World ¥ar, the Board was reconstituted and it developed three

suburbs? Suru Lere, Apapa and Ikqyi, Suru Lere consists of four

"complexes", the,first two comprising 987 houses built at an average

cost of £ 633 (US $ 1,77?) and let at 25/- (US $..3.50) per room, with

the help of a subsidy of 23/-, the third comprising 1,300 houses built

at an average oost .of £ 733 (US $ ^052) and. let. at ,16/6d (US $ 2.31)

per room, with the help of a subsidy of.33/-, reserved for.workers

earning under £^330 per year, and the fourth composed of 67O parcels

of land, measuring 40! x 100* and mostly sold for.£ 280 each.

The Board's activities cover some 10 per cent 0$ requirements in

Lagos, This can be verified \iy comparing_ tie, figure of 4,853 building

permits granted over th? last five years with the 3,645 houses built

by the Board in ten years,: In addition, the Board is oritioiaed fcr

treating households as isolated entities, with,the result tjiat in the

new distriots they find themselves lost among strangers - a situation

that is familiar enough in the Western.world, but one that is exceptional

and extremely unpleasant in Africa, even in the towns.. There is also

looming tiie possibility of Jclitico-social problems arising out of the

fact that, a goodly part of Old Lagos is being taken over by foreigners,.
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as the indigenous"■inhabitants cannot' afford, to purchase their"enlarged

and developed properties on the Board's terms(6l),

In Leopoldville, as in most African colonial pities, the housing

problem is "basically financial? since geographical conditions raise no

insurmountable obstacles and there is no laolc of land. The city may

be said to hare t-\( ■:. r, ;t: ;j . b-:v.J->^;_p::ahlem until about 1945* Two

indigenous oit,esf faniliarly known as "Belgians", had been built by the

Congolese themselves on 8,000 parcels of, land, measuring 20 x 25 metres,

allooated by the Government. . , ., .. ^ .

Unfortunately, the Second World War raised the population ibf thsse

oites ^rom 40^000 to 60?000, and $w&945 ■;th0i Cbngolese-tcrok,^ ±<jb.^n

selves ■tojbi^tfpgr: the arsa-STc^th'of Kinshasa-1 by ^"oroe:v:' In 195-2>ithJe

Office de a- Oi-t^s ifelcal^.sg: (O.C.A^);- was' se^iip with1 a tfVi

matioally building Ba-fellite': towns in the five-main urbaai^dejffer«B 6f:\, '- ]-

BelgiSn j5JftPioaw; Worrfc 1952s to lS^Oy the 0/C.^, built five: suoh- "oites" :

at L^poiaville, at tb^e ;same time ;sh6uldei^ng^the responsibility for the1

Publio '¥brks (streets, hewers etCv^^nettessary for thei^r- proper functio^-

ningV'-';FrGffi the toohnical ^poiht- Of- view, eadh of:"theta was;;raa improvement

on the1 previous one> the'wo^*kD-o^f fthe Board-feachihg its" zenith at Lamba-1-

Sat> a cflti&ttif-- 4)433' ^wel-Hings built at .ah' average cos't of 94v75") -ftrahos-

(US $ lyS95) and equipped:-with axi infrastructure which brought tho: rofai:'^

cost^ per dwelling<\tp to; 13i,477 francs (US $: 2,629)( 32). ■■ ■-' -.'■:•>■
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O.C.Ai was entirely successful°©ri at least two scores: first,

from the technioal point of viewy "it completed and satisfactorily

alter«4; the general appearance,of the township, and secondly, it proved

that, the Congolese.inhabitants of Leopoldville could adapt themselves

rather easily to.dwellings of a type to which they were ■unaccustomed.

Before 1952> almost all "huts" were isolated one-floor structures.. -..

But. t.he O.C.A. succeeded in getting accepted not only semi-detached

hou^S; but even i blocks of flats. Aside from these technioal remarksj

it should "be added that the Board's activities aroused serious sooio—,

econoraio and even political criticisms. The housing problem at

Leopoldville has not been solved because the Board has been unable to

build quickly enough to satisfy the needs of a'rapidly growing popula—

tion. In point of faot, conditions have worsened in the old oitest

for in I960, they were inhabited by 245?OOO persons: (living in an area-

of 1,930 hectares), as "compared with 222,000 in 1952, the Board

housing 135)000 persons on 1,023 hectares. Then too, the inhabitants

of the new cites are far from pleased with their lot. To the already

heavy burden of rent must be added publio transport oharges and the

drop in the earning oapaoity of the women when they are taken far aney

from the central market in town. This distance from the oentre indeed

constituted the most obvious oontradiotion in the guiding prinoipies'
-- , H ' . ■ " ■ / ' t - ,.

behind the Board's work. On the one-hand, the aim was to do' as"In1'"

Europe or Amerioaj on the other, the indigenous population, i« e. the

section unable to afford to lead the suburban life oharaoteristio of

the well-to-do classea of the Western world, was taken as far as

possible from the centre.
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In the towns of former French Africa, the hire purchase system

prevails and the existence of the Central Fund has made it possible to

set up semi-offioial sooieties. At Dakar, 2,000 dwellings were built

between 1951 and 1957, at an average cost of__ 700,000 francs CFA .

.(US & 4,000) and 600 in 1958, at an average oost of 1,500,000 francs CFA

(US ■$'■ 8,500), almost all in one housing estate to the north of the old

"Medina". As these figures fall far short of those for immigration,

private on"terpriso has undertaken a wide variety of experiments, the

most sensational "being the ""balloon houses" (maisons-ballon), which,

though extraordinarily oheap, were, said to "be uninhabitable hjr the

African population.

At Nairobi, the building boom, like other features of that oity,

reflects the size of the Sur.opean, and to a lesser extent of the Indian

population. The value of the buildings erected between 1950 and 19§0.

is estimated at £60 million (US $ 168,000,000), and the taxable value

of property rose from £ 2.8 million (US $7.84 million) in 1944 to

£ 21v5 million (US $ 60.2 million) in 1951> and to £ 70 million

(US $ 191 million) in i960. The municipality owns an extensive housing

system'for Africans - valued in 1956 at £ 1,828,000 (US $ 5?l84,OOO) ~ .

blustered in "estates" near the railway. Most Africans are, nevertheless

housed, after a.fashion, in their masters' out-buildings.
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PEICBS

In. Africa, "because of an indadequate distribution apparatus,

urbanization has an extraordinary influence on the price system. The

"bigger a town is, the less imported goods and local industrial products

tend to cost, and the more agricultural and handicraft products. The

former "become -cheaper because1 they have at their disposal a better trans

port- system, more efficient marketing methods, and storage facilities

which help to even out prices. In addition, the large cities offer.

scope for secondary or specialized services of practical use and

profitable to other undertakings! water and electricity supplies, urban

transport, garages, building concerns, repair and maintenance services,

etc..'^Fluctuations in the prices of foo&stttffb and export -items, which

are a major problem for the African economies, diminish, the bigger ;

the town, the former then gaining a wider market and the latter better

storage facilities. In a small town a good harvest automatically

raises ihe prices of the imported articles offered for sale in a'few1

small' shops j African cities'arc already sufficiently developed to lessen

the--rigidity.of this 'sho^K^telrm link,* .. >2 :'■■ ■■;'■■■■:• ::$ ;p c:..:.

At Africa1s present stag© of development, nearrieW^tb' theT'We'& has

an effect very similar-to rth^t of. tiie .town's size. ;>Io:s* manufactured

produces are made overseas .%rtQ:;ma,®$ industrial centife^ ^aro-^at. the same

time,sports. With this ,co.m.bin.atiqn of circumstances, selling prices

tend to rise as the distance from the large port increases. Conversely,

the prices of local products tend to be lower at production points

situated in the interior; but even there, the towns of the interior

often lose their advantages if the question of variety is considered.

The inhabitant of Kano can obtain cheaply the groundnuts grown by the

local farmers, but he has no advantages whatsover over the inhabitants

of Lagos when it comes to cocoa or palm oil produced midway between the

two cities. It should be noted that even between two seaportss the largest

town generally enjoys lower freights, since shipping shows the same
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tendency towards concentration as other modern economic activities (ll).

Faced with this price structure, the city worker must perforce

receive higher wages. Imported or manufactured articles may "be less

expensive for him? but he also needs them more. This is a case of a

higher standard of living becoming compulsory "because the lower standard

spells nothing but unemployment and poverty, there being no intermediate

stage when local products are beyond the reach of the poor man's purse.

WAGES

"Work" is a concept whose complexity easily escapes the

inexperienced observer. It has technical and social aspects which are

in fact inseparable. (37) • Karl Marx showed how the hand-mill produced

the overlord, and the steam engine industrial capitalism. Techniques

have so progressed in the interval that Professor L. .liirth has suggested

that the many and varied conditioning effects of technically highly

developed environments are creating a special "urban" way of life. In

such environments, the homo rusticus tends to disappear, but not without

leaving his reminiscent mark on the labour problem in countries yet to

be "launched". The composition, type and.allocation of labour affect

working tempos, output, productivity, trade-union attitudes, and life

outside the workshop. Environment is of fundamental importance both

for the worker, whose existence is conditioned by climate, habitat,

available services in his town, housing transport and entertainment

facilities, etc., and for the enterprise,, functioning as it does against

a specific background on which it leaves its mark - a mark sometimes so

strong as to make the town seem a mere appendage to the local industry.

For the purposos of this study, what matters most is the ■,, .

standard of living, i. e. the human result, - the yardstick of the /■/..._

social efficiency of the enterprise. Measuring this standard of

living is a particularly delicate problem in Africa, as Western

evaluation techniques have to be used in an environment where values

are different and life is viewed from a different, less rationalistic
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and materialistic, angle than in the West. In addition, averages in

Africa are evsn farther away from reality than they are in the West.

It is, in fact, a waste of time to use averages covering both Africans

and foreigners, where the latter are sufficiently numerous to tip the

scales with their high incomes. Thus we come to the most characteristic

feature of the labour problem in Tropical Africa: the disparity in the

wages of Africans and foreigners, The differences in income based on

race, whatever their justification, have innumerable consequences, imposing

as they do different ways of life and surviving as they do by the

argument that a lower way of life calls for a lower wage. It is

complicated by a greater disparity between local prices and wages than

exist elsewhere, putting at variance not only city and country dwellers

but also even the inhabitants of the large towns or ports and those of

the small urban centres.

Given this situation, urban workers are less privileged than would

appear to those who are attracted to the capitals by the mirage of high

wages. The manual labourer's average wage is higher in Lagos than

anywhere else in Nigeria (£ 6/8/- = US£ 19*40 per month in 1959)? but

it is high only in comparison with that paid in the interior Northern

Province (£ 4/5/-» as against £ 6/5/- in the Western and Eastern

Provinces). Furthermore, this difference is reversed in the case of the

skilled worker, except in the West, i. e. around Lagos (average wage:

£12/2/- « US$34.16, as against £ 12/7/- in the North, £ 13/6/- in the

East and £ 10/8/- in the West). Again, account must be taken of the rise

in prices, which especially affects the unskilled worker. In Accra, it

has been calculated that, as a result of inflation, the manual

labourer's standard of living declined by as much as one third in 1941?

1945 and 1951. In 1958 and 1959 his wages rose to 5/6 (USii 0.77) per

day, with a wage index of 3^7 and a price index of 35^ (1939 = 100).
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South of the Equator, in accordance with an old paternalistic

practice, remuneration is generally divided into wages proper and

allowances, (sometimes paid in kind). For some:ten years before

independence, wages had been regularly increased. Total wages in concerns

employing more than 500 workers had increased by 185 per cent, as

compared with an increase of only 15 per cent in the employment level

and of 24 per cent in prices, etc.. The wage range was exceptionally

wide, going as high for skilled workers as in Belgium;but at the

beginning of i960 most workers, as everywhere in Africa, were mere

manual labourers with an average total daily wage of 45-20 francs

(US$ 0;8l), broken down as follows:

Wages 24.80 francs

Rations 13-20

Housing 7»2O

The remarkable increase in wages was partly absorbed by a radical change

in the way of life. , As the city grew larger, it became more and more

difficult for the 'city household to augment its income by gardening! wood-

gathering^ e1;o.. .After independence, the government of Leopoldville

decided on increases which proved justified because they enabled local

industry to prosper despite political difficulties.

The former French territories have had the advantage of a well-

planned wages policy which has resulted in high rates, with wide local

differences, West ^frica outstripping the other members of the Community

and the ports of the interior. In i960 Abidjan came level with Dakar,

with a minimum wage per hour of 40 francs CFA (US#0.l8). Conakry has'

thus* fallen to third place, but is less far behind than in 1949• The

lowest figures for capitals are found in Fort-Lamy and Bangui.

In Nairobi, wages ars higher than those of other towns in Kenya

(1959* a minimum of 95/-' (US$13.30) per month/ as" against 93/5 at

Mombasa); but the housing allowance is higher at Mombasa' (27/- (US$3.78)>

as against 24/5). In 1953) half of the workers in the private sector
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and a quarter of those in the public sector were earning less than the

basic minimum while sending half to their relatives in the country

without receiving anything in return. They were therefore regularly

-tightening their belts at the end of -the month, ■ although they spent :

72 per cent of their wages (i.e. 50 per cent more than is provided for

in the typical budget) on food (43).

DETEIBALISATION

, The social problems of towns are fundamentally similar to -their

economic problems. Here again, it is a matter of maintaining a high

standard of living, without being allowed to dopond on traditional

institutions. Hence, the progressive character of urban societies - henoe

also the danger of having some people resort to the easy answers given

by parasitism, dolinquence and prohetism. This inefficiency of local

custom is the reason why the "town-country" contrast is generally

regarded as fundamental in Afrioa. Differences in ways of living match

a difference in mentality which is reflected in poli-tico-social :: -:

aspirations. The country-dweller tries-to improve'his way of lik%r-L-;

through schools, dispensaries, community centres, etc., where'as-fcne ■ '"'

city-dweller concentrates on breaking down the obstacles to his pf:°f

development. However, town and country are communicating vessels that

are. not completely antagonistic. It was their union which made

independence possible, although it is still too soon to convince the

critics that the union was not merely transitory.

From the social point of view, the-- most easily discernible■ ■

difference-between town and village is that every town contains

representatives of numerous tribes. But there again the contrast is not

absolute.. On the one hand, a village may very well have foreign residents,

and in the "bush" there are also adjacent villages with populations of

different ethnic origins. On the other hand, African towns.are not ,.

"melting pots". As in the towns of ttorth.America, in regard towhioh.
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the same mistake has often been made, "co-existence" rather than "mixing"

is the rule. What seems well established is that urban life leads to the

unification of tribal cultures, chiefly in two directions. First,

differences and antagonisms among what may be called "sub-tribes" are

toned down. Organizations have unified the Yoruba of Lagos (the "Sgbe

Omo Oduduwa") and the Bakongo of Leopoldville (the "Abako"), to quote

only the most noteworthy. Secondly, at the same time, people of

different tribes, seeking solutions to the problems of urban life, often

come to accept the customs of a particular tribe, which thus becomes

socially predominant.

In Lagos, the preponderance of the Yoruba element makes itself

felt even in families of Sierra-Leones of Brazilian origin, who, as

evidence of their national sentiments, identify themselves exclusively

with the Yorubas in the names, dress etc. they adopt. But the- major

factor explaining the preponderance of the Yoruba is landed property,

Old Lagos having remained in the hands of families firmly determined

not to surrender it to English common law, which has prevailed in

theory since 1861'- In fact, only 2,900 out of 15,000 properties have

been registered under the written law. as compared with the figure of

47>000 for Khartoum-Omdurman (49).

In Leopoldville, the colonial administration and religious

missions did everything to encourage the mixing of tribes. They imposed

a language (Lingala) that was foreign for the local Bakongo majority

(29) and spread the population over plots each often including

representatives of several tribes. Nonetheless, this latter situation

(which goes beyond the intentions of the administration, since each

plot should as a rule be inhabited by only one family) exists only

through necessity, and characteristically 'does:not prevent almost aU

marriages fron taking place- within tho tribe (28). While each

remains faithful to his tribe, all unite to fashion an urban custom,

in accordance with which the Bakongo influence emerges in the materilieal
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;'and, above all, 'in the widespread usage of the dowry, which is

accepted even by the people' from Lake Leopold II, to whom it was

unknown in their original environment (3l)« . In fine, Bakongo

preponderehce in Leopoldville is greater than Yoruba preponderance in

Lagos, as' may perhaps "be gauged from the influence of the "Abako", which,

has become a powerful political party compared with the "Egbe Omo

Oduduwa". In Dakar, the Government of Senegal has made an effort to curb

thet influence, of the local Lebou element by a recent decree excluding the

homogeneous villages of that tribe (which were previously included)from

the municipal territory. But the greatest obstacle to tribal

preponderance is certainly Islam, which is divided into fraternities rather

than tribes. In Nairobi, ..all possibility of Kikuyu preponderance was

flatly denied, by the colonial administration until the Mau-Mau affair . ,

produced a volte-face and wholesale expulsions of members of that tribe.

The family '

Ther :family, as basic cell of every society, plays the part of a

besieged citadel of tribal customs. Traditional Afripan society stood

on two pillars, namely, the ancestor and the child, and the care of them:

was entrusted to the "extended" family rather than to the couple of the

Western world. Marriage was a social function in vhich the wedded couple

took second place to the two "stocks" exchanging services - one giving

a girl capable of procreating for the benefit of the other, the other

receiving the reward of a dowry, which was often, it may be added, returned

later when the marriage roles were reversed. The urban environment

modernizes such a conception of marriage, which is foreign to the

economic and social realities imposed by the Westerners. But the dowry

has not only remained but become more common, taking on a financial aspect

that turns a venerable institution into a scourge.
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:, who:..is the soul' of Afriqan ,s,o.ciety, remains for some .

time immune to foreign.influences. In fact, the less tue; i:$rban environment

lends itself to the preservation of traditions, the stronger the l

tendency to have the child "brought up in; the village. This tendency is

especially marked in Nairobi and Salisbury. But urban life makes short

work of the feelings of an adolescent so reared; the traditional
—— ■■ -■ ■ - - ■ - -»j

reserve observed in relations .between the sexes becomes impossible in

town, and dancing there loses its .'religious1, character. The absence of

a clear cut system of initiation ibove alljfaces one approaching adult

age with* problems which --the Western-world^as grown used; to undergoing,

but which give;it no prestige and I tend onl^ to produce "marginal"

personalities,: if not outright delinquents^

In these circumstances, ev$n for the, most progressive city dweller,

the traditional culture-retains the merit-of- alone having solved the

problem of total education. Hence such efforts at compromise as those

of the "syncretic" (are there any other ? ) creeds, based on the idea

that the Western missionary does not appeal to the whole man - which

certain inhabitants of Brazzaville express in. the words :. "We no longer

know if we are still Bakongo, Bassoundi or Balari" (5). However, it

should be noted that these creeds nowhere satisfy more than a

minority of the population, minority which in Lagos is characteristically .

confined to the districts, inhabited, by. the poorest, of the newest immigrants

and everywhere comprising a large proportion of women.

ACCULTURATION

(a) General problem

The social problem in development, of. which urbanization is ©ne .:/

aspect jis that of increased social differentiation extended iritOv the- .: :-

eoonomic field. Bvery urban society comprises intersecting vertical;.and";

horizontal social strata (42). It can thus ike represented by a set of ,i ;
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squares, the vertical lines of which represent organizations, e.g.

government, army, church;, trade, industry etc., infinite in number

tut'each highly Integrated, while the social classes are represented "by

the horizontal lines of squares where full integration is hindered by

the barriers of the vertical organizations.

GOV. ARMY CHUHCH THE. INDUS. '

Upper

level

Middle

Lower

A village can of course also be depicted by such a set of

squares; but there would be far fewer squares and, above all (for this is

the problem of the newcomer to town in any country), it does not

impose so many conflicting claims on the1 individual. In town, the

newcomer must learn to play different parts at different levels: for

example, a merchant may at one and the same time enjoy average status in

his profession, superior status in his church and the inferior status of

mere elector in the political work. Meeting this "dislocation"

demands a mental effort that sometimes ends in schizophrenia, the

olassic disease of hyper-civilized societies. Colonial societies, offer

no remedy for this problem in proclaiming the existence of two castes,

the white and the rest, and at the same time denying that of classes -

an attitude which; .persists after independence when the latter is

monopolized by the; white caste, as happened in the United States in

1776 and in South. Africa in 1961. Such an over simplification can

only end in an individual search for illusory .compensations, like that
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of the orderly who replied proudly to those who were looking dpw^ on

him too muchi "Don't forget that I am a bishop".

Once he is clear as to what squares in the set are open to him,

the new city-dweller has to find his way into them. However,

independent careers in town are privileged careers. The individual

must therefore usually have recourse to an employment contract, thus

becoming involved in a cycle of contractual and legal obligations which

strikes the country man as infernal. That being so, it not surprising

that the newcomer clings tenaciously to the memory of his tribal

organization^while at the same time deriving,less and less effective

protection from it. The most elementary.reaction of this kind consists

in keeping wife and children in the village - a situation still quite

common in cities like Nairobi, Salisbury and Bulawayo, where it has been

encouraged by colonial policy. , . . .

What is really surprising, on the other hand,, is.the quickness

with which the African ex-countryman has formed substitute groups,

the; first of these being the tribal association. It must neyfr be .

forgotteriHhat the latter differs...radically from any really "tribal" .;rr:

organization^ since it is based on a contract, elects its chiefs and only

survives through monetary contributions. In.fact, these substitute

groups abound in all African towns, to the point of often arousing, ,j;. .-

the suspicions of the .authorities professional, religious and political

associations-,, wage pools and other mutual aid groups the latter often

headquartered in bar-dance halls, etc.. These associations play &

major role in adapting newcomers to the urban environment, while at the

same.time .offering unwanted competition to official organizations

(schools, churches etc.). The fact is that their activities, which

frequently go deeper, inevitably offend the orthodox. It may be added

that their importance .-if not their popularity - may be expected to

decline with the spread of education, which is itsolf normally a State

or missionary activity.
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(b) Education '' '

The acceptance of schools is in itself a remarkable form of

adaptation, in which the towns again stand out from the countryside in the

considerable progress made. It must not be forgotten that the Western-

type school obliges parents to renounce an appreciable part of their

influence and their desire to see ancestral traditions perpetuated. i

Besides, school attendance figures show substantial differences, both

qualitative and quantitative, from one town to another,

British and Belgian policies were alike in encouraging private

schools - which e^-plains the healthy rivalry between the sects in

Lagos, as well as a certain social exclusiveness and minor problems like

the daily conveyance to and from school of 19,000 children whoso

parents remain faithful to their first schools despite removal to- other

districts. Lagos has for long been behindhand in point of numbers - :

the British colonial position being that education ie a private affair

and should be paid for and1 that programmes must be those^.of the mother ,

country unadapted to local needs. In these circumstances, Lagos oould -

only have an outstanding but scant elite, - the last generation of which

had the merit of returning of its own accord to .many of -the old -

traditions. sWhen eduoation was declared compulsoiJy .and free in 1957 >

school attendance figures rose from 3&sO72 in 195& to 63,064 in 1958. .

At Leopoldville, the Belgians endeavoured to' stamp education with

a local character, marked by the use ofLingala as the inter-tribal

language'. Hence the school attendance'rate went up to almost 100 per

cent for boys, until the possibilities of expanding schools could no

longer.cope with the increase in the population of school-going age.

It should be noted that despite the authorities* persistence in

encouraging the use of"Lingala, pressure from the parents imposes the

widespread use of the French language in education. Ehis knowledge of

a European language is one of the characteristics which differentiates
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urban from rural populations in Africa, although casual, visitors

wrongly minimize the importance of the African languages, without which

they can only communicate with an unrepresentative minority of the

population. Unfortunately, figures on the subject exist only for

Dakar, where 48 per cont of the mon and 9 per cent only of the

women spoke French in 1955- As to the organization of education,

Dakar reflects the French policy of primacy for State education; but

the presence of a Muslim majority of more than 92 per cent is said

to have sufficed to minimize rcliccus differences.

(c) Social classes

Western-inspired education can but reinforce the awakening of

olass-conciousness rendered inevitable by economic conditions. As

always, that awakening began at the upper level, and Lagos in . ,

particular has an elito in which many families have behind them

up to four generations of graduates fron the best schools in England.

From the statistical point of view, this elite is marked by -a

combination of such features as type of employment (professionals and

civil servants), average annual income (£1,472 = US$4»28l), and

electricity consumption (above 600 KVTh per month) which apply to f.S ~

9.5 per cent of the population. On the other hand, unfortunately,

from two-thirds to three-quarters of the population of Lagos do not

seem to have broken the vicious circle of the features that make them a

sub-proletarict! slum dwellings, monthly electricity consumption below

100 KWh, and widespread illiteracy among women. Between these two .

extremes, lie the families whose interne liate situation is made _-

precarious by low wages and, more so, by the lack of security in the

labour market.

In Leopoldville, it was already possible during the war to

make out an interesting group of 3,000 African merchants and :;

oraftsmen, whose existence the colonial government subsequently.noted
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Employer 125§. '

Government ■ 1,400 . 1,800

Private, acni-State 1,400 2,200

Quits a number of women are to be,.found in the highly-paid

professional category,(1,376" as against 7,404 men), though the ..

illi^e-i-at© majority continues the market .life. It must "be added tiat

InLagos, the market women have been strongly. organized from time

ii&meiSorial, having:At the peak of their hierarchy the Iyalode ("queen

of the markets")* their ^cognized, chief., who takes second place only to

the Oba (kin&). Women so placed, are privileged in the sense that they

are better able to maintain their individual independence, whioh men

are forced to sacrifice to an anonymous employer, when - and this is

especially so in West Africa - being by immemorial custom responsible

traders and active partners in a well-organized economic system, they

manage to satisfy their economic and social ambitions in,a happy

combination of both worlds." Sop-wlall?" in Lagos, the Iyalode aways

sits enthroned on the left hand of the king himself, as the

incarnation of the importance of the 15,000 market women of the

federal capital. Lagos combines other elements of the past and the

present in such artistic manifestations as the "high life" danoe and

family oorenoniea, like births, marriages, deaths ete.« Women seem to

have played"an essential part everywhere in organizing this happy

syncretism.
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In -the.-Congo., .unfortunately this evolution has been retarded in

both directions- Market trade is less well organized and less lucrative,

while outside Brazzaville schooling beyond the most elementary level

remains closed to girls. Traditionally, women's associations existed?

but, when these are reconstituted in town, they are at a disadvantage

because they never enjoyed the prestige of the Toruba associations. The

new way of lif-e thus remains centred on the bar-dance halls. Midway

between the neo-tribalism of Salisbury, on the one hand, and the sophisti

cation of Lagos, on the other, women of Leopoldville and Brazzaville

are doing their best to work out a new way of life, the-most serious

defect of which - like everything else the Western Midas has touched -

is its expensiveriess, but w&-i6h" already has fine musical and choreo^raphio

achievements to-its credit. It is a good beginning to have preserved -

against all odds - the truth of the saying: "When the'sun sets, all .

"Africa dances". ...

K3ICIE1L JJXIUriSESATIOI!

■: .. . -■ The existence of. large multi-functional capitals gives rise to

such serious problems that the main metropolises of the world have been

endowedvwi.th special; systems different from those which apply to other

towns in their respective countries *r Jiowever, as the towns of Tropical

Africa are still far behind these.capitals in population and size, the

practice is to give them charters like those of secondary towna in Europo.

This-is what the English, French and.Portuguese have systematically done,

unlike the Belgians} who tried to innovate in their Congo colony* Thus

variations are observed from country to country in the type of

municipal authority-, the way it takes office, its functions and resouroes -

all reflecting differences already existing in Europe.
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Moreover, the question of the type of administration adopted

has grown in importance, not only because the towns have increased

in sise, but also because modern development plans grant an increasing

ly important place to the State and its sub-divisions in the selection,

financing, execution and administration of projects to be

undertaken. Planning has seemed indispensable to attract foreign

capital and use it sensibly, and the execution of a plan, whatever the

underlying philosophy;doponds on a stable authority backed by a

competent administration capable of sustained effort over the period

required for the "take-off".

It goes without saying that at the national level many

countries experience difficulties in finding adequate ajtaf£-

for all the dopartinonoo of central government.
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IKTSRNAL WORKING OF MUNICIPALITIES

Considering that African municipalities, when organized, follow

European models, they do merit praise for the way in which they have

generally accomplished their task. On the one hand, it must not "be

forgotten that their officials and the latter1s charges were "brought

up in a standing tradition of non-separation of powers, and certainly

of powers not separated according to municipal, provincial and central

levels. On tne other hand, their mentors were officials placed in a

false position, since they substituted for what were in Europe elected

authorities and were, in addition, rarely acquainted with the workings

of municipal institutions.

Prom that point of view Lagos enjoyed an English administration

initially steeped in Gladstonian literalism and subsequently still

animated by a veritable local government mystique which always regarded

municipal self-government as a desirable ideal, if not always as a

workable system to be applied forthwith (l9)« In the spirit of Nigerian

nationalism, municipal independence has been linked to national in

dependence with a constancy and resoluteness that have been lacking

in many other colonies. The colonial government of Nigeria, as early

as 1909 initiated a policy of "identity" whereby municipal life

started with an Advisory Committee, and progressed from 1919 on

by the election of an increasing number of councillors, to whom the

whole municipality was handed over in 1950. Nevertheless, four

traditional chiefs are de_ jure members of the council, and the Oba

himself serves as its honorary chairman. The police (a federal

institution), water and electricity supplies, and housing are State-

controlled and ramin outside local jurisdiction, though education

and public transport come under the latter.

The Lagos budget for 1959-196*0 (fiscal year beginning 1 April)

amounted to £ 890,870 ($ 2,295>OOO), whioh included £540,900 in

rates collected from tenants, £ 74>8OO from the receipts of the

public services, and £ 185,510 from government grants. In 1952-1953?

that same budget has amounted to only £ 537>OOO ($l£ millions ),
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and the .International Bank-did not expect it to exceed b 732,000 ;in-.-> :}.-Jsj.

1959*1960;-but rates yielded much more than the h 430,000 estimated

by the bank mission- Under English law, rates are a monopoly of the

municipalities* Their introduction into the colonies aroused criticism,

because buildings in Africa are hardly comparable as a basis for taxat

ion with buildings in Burope. Another ground for criticism was that

they tend,to discourage owners from developing their properties.

In Leopoldville, the desire to innovate unfortunately resulted

in a very dilatory organization of the municipal system. It was not

until 1922 that a purely Belgian advisory urban committee was set up,

and not until 1945 that its Congolese counterpart, the "conseil de CilW"

was formed,. Finally, in 1957, the territory of the city was divided

into 13 "communes.!1^. >with councils that were elected but still supervised

by the "District- Commissioner", who had been administering Leopoldvill&;

since 1922, when1.its population, was fifteen- t.im-es smaller. This system

had been recommended as early as 1948,. in a thesis submitted at Oxford

(19) but times kad changed since'then and the population;.;c,ould no

long-er consider the reform from the appropriate, municipal point of

view* :Since it was the first time that elections-had been held in the

Congo, men of Mr. Kasavubu's calibre presented themselves to the

electors and won the day, only to be.removed from office by the

colonial government because of.their national rather than their local

activities. = ■ •. . . .- . , .

The Belgians, granted Leopol&ville a substantial but artificial

budget, comprising in. 1953* 44 million, francs .{4 880,000): ,in actual

local rcoYsnuOj and State subsidies of 78.7 million francs ($. 1,574,000)

for the recurrent budget, 20 million francs ($ 4O6,OOO) in loans and

25 million francs in grants ($ 500,000) in the capital budget, There,

were 22 different taxes, levied not only on all forms of gainful

activities, but also on, individuals; in the form of a poll tax for men

and of_a special, tax on women "living theoretically alone". The city

maintains its own police force, but has no responsibility for water

supplies or housing (which are run by special boards), electricity and
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public transport fin--the hands of private firms) or for education,

Dakar has a long tradition of assimilation with France which, as

early as 1914» gave the city an African mayor, who subsequently became

a deputy and minister in the metropolitan French government. Hence,

at times, a degree of confusion between municipal and national politics.

The budget is rather substantial (2,200 million francs CFA, or $12

million, for":196l). In other towns of the former French Africa,

administrative independence is of more recent origin, but in all of

them, the same attitudes were' Immediately apparent and numerous chiefs

of State began their careers as mayors in their present capitals. The

1961'budget for Abidjan amounts to 621 million francs CFA ($ 3»5 million)

and that for Brazzaville to 310 million francs CFA*

Nairobi has an iiinglish tradition which is in principle identical

to that of TCest Africa but its benefits were for long confined to

European residents. Their numbers and wealth anyway sufficed to provide

a high revenue for the municipality (h 2 million in 195^, h 3 million

in I960, ie, equivalent to $336 per capita, as against $ 73 in Lagos)

from reduced rates, levied on the value of land rather than of build

ings, which'yielded & 1.1 million in I960. But the most characteristic

feature of the system was that the Suropeans who controlled the city

had a daring financial policy, encouraged by credit facilities, which

impelled them to heavy capital expenditure: h 1 million wer© borrowed

in London for 1954 and 1955, ^ 3«75 million were borrowed on the spot'

and h 3 million added from self-financing for 1956-1960. The public

works projected for I96O-I965 will cost h 11 million.

Relations with the central government

Today, more than ever, the future of large towns depends on good

administration, and the future of municipalities on the understanding

shown by national governments. Independence, particularly in Africa,

invites re-examination of municipal systems, and this seems bound to

become imperative sooner or later. But existing conditions are not

favourable for local authorities. In .uurope, for technical reasons,

the local authorities have been gradually deprived of many of their
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functions "because in .the contemporary vjorlds the saying on fthis subject

goes that public services must bo run on a larger scale than the town,

whereas the ,de jure unification of _de facto aggregates of urban centres

meets with refractory parochial prejudices* Loss uf functions inevit

ably results in loss of prestige and authority.

It ia to;be hoped that in Tropical Africa, reforms in this field

will be based on a close examination of local conditions. Among other

advantages, municipal bodies offer private citizens an opportunity for

disinterested public service, thus sparing the State the need to seek

out scarce qualified and highly-paid staff. !?hen. something goes wrong,

municipalities give the public a chance to secure reforms more easily

than it woui:;d,.£r<>m the central authority. One big problem is that

the city populations, owing to the unbalanced development we have ■ ,; .

described, appear to be privileged, while in fact whatever privileges

they enjoy carry heavy responsibilities.

Few of these problems have been studied, except in the case of

Lagos, which, as a result of careful inquiry, was in 1954 granted a

status unique in Africns that of a federal territory. The city does

not come under any regional authority although it has no power beyond

those of other municipalities, regional powers in this case being

exercised by the Federal Government, This regime is the subject of

criticisms aimed, first, at the "Ministry of Lagos Affairs", whose

authority is difficult to define, and, secondly, at the national boards,

which have in the past circumscribed the jurisdiction of the Lagos

town councila These restrictions are held to be justified by the

interest which all citizens of the Federation share in the success

of Lagos ,.as the national capital and inain seaport of Nigeria. However,

a financial argument that Lagos was subsidized by the country at large

was replied "by a fiscal commission which shewed how the federation had

spent £,.2.2 million, in 1956-1957, and t. 2.4 million in 1958-1959 on

services in Lagos provided elsewhere by the regional governments, where

as related taxes had yielded h 3*4 million in the first fiscal year,

and h 3d3 million in the second.
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Leopoldvillo for the time b^in^' remains ono of the 25 districts

of the former Belgian Congo, It has not yet bo .n decided whether it

will bocome part of a new State or a new state by itself, should the

country be turned into a federation. As to Dakar, its municipal area

was reduced loss than one year after the proclamation of Senegal's

independence, in order to reduce the importance of the local tribe,

which constitutes practically all the population of some suburbs. There

is no "question of granting the capital a special status, but it must

be borne in mind that the Second French Republic, as early as 1849?

opened wide horizons to the "four communes" of Senegal by putting

them on the same footing as the homo country so far as participation

in the national government was concerned. From the first tforld War

onwards, the African mayor of Dakar becamean important figure in

metropolitan French polities.

PROBLEMS RAISED BY fel^I

Our endeavour in all the foregoing has been to present as object

ively as possible the positive elements in the process of urbanization

which is taking place before our very eyes in Tropical Africa, Before

concluding, we should point out thai this phenomenon at each stage and

in every facet?raises problems that demand solution.

In tackling thoae problemss it is impossible to overstress the

need for good documentation, or the fact that the latter is meanwhile

fragmentary, elusive and heterogeneous, so that comparisons between

one town and another lose their value. It must be emphasized that,

while the connexion between local and national problems must always be

borne in mind, it is nonetheless erroneous to suppose, as Often happens,

that national problems take the same form everywhere in a given country,

livery town has' its 01m problems, much as every individual. The collect

ion and publication of local data is needed to permit the evaluation

of the precise effects on an urban community of phenomena such as

population growth. There are policies which may prove diaaotrpus for

certain towns, even if justified in others*
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The imbalance ;:dn the various elements of population created by the

growth of towns is not peculiar to Africa1,"but it nevertheless remains

a burden whose brunt must be-measured against the strength of him who

has to bear1 it. In modern e'conbmio-sV'sta'fic equilibrium at all points

is no longer considered necessary or even desirable; in fact, excessive

equilibrium is too often a sign of stagnation. In pre-industrial so

cieties: economic boamsj as o"y.,':*■:*«>& in several towns of Africa during '

the 19th.century, demand constant reoruitment of able-bodied men rather

than women and children. It was" even this very fact that made those

who govern them early aware- that the iiluropeans1 crusade against iaftrr1"

slave trade would inevitably disrupt the whole of their countries'*

eoonomios so far as they were "based on Slavery and they could not

prosper without an influx1of "hands" more rapid than1 could be provided

by mere natural growth of population.' But although the ■influx- of atle-

bodiddtoeh intoa the towns-does not necessarily'seem undesirabie,' and

although it seems well established tha{t any: st-temj'fe to stop it will 'be'

vain — doing more harm than good — there is nevertheless a problem,

namel;y>rihat, -since-these men are in town, they must'be fed and allowed

to raiiseAfamilfces!,1: trhile^at the same time the countryside-must'-not be

ne^eo.ted9'iauff6sxirig-as-^it'aoes: additional- ills due to the dbrift' to"

townss surplus: of wttften^ ©Sildfsn and "old p'ebple, lack of labour or

equipment, etc** ^.-i :.vjr:- tzrxsr -■ ' '

The concept, of "dhahging needs'^al'ready brought out inu onr study

of towns can here "bs" extended to counties taken as a whole. Just as

the urban population:, has its 6wn peculiar'needs, the rural population

of a country on the ^ay be urbanfE^tion; feels the effects of this ..--■■■"

phenomenon^ i.JDn fine, ^the two main elements in a country's pi^pulatioh

are unxted-in their need for the equipment, i.e. the investment* Pood1

productiorcimust iftcrease in;the same proportion as the laDOur supply

devoted to it diminishes,1' ^The only-alternative would consist in Out-

and-out industrialization'^; suspending the production of raw materials

and sacrificing-seme part of iTadustrial profits for the purchase Of

imported foodstuff. Thi'S alternative" should hot be rejected a priori ji
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"but i,tf;seerasvan...immediate :..po.ssibility. only in a few caseH* -For th£ :-

time being,, the majority of African towns need above all to utilize

their labour force in such a, way as will -simultaneously bring the ■"■■■■■

maximum of benefit to all in tlje:.country. Light industry, especially "

food and textiles - springs to mind as the most desirable solution, <■•■ '■

since it can, enhance the yaluQ.of local agricultural products. It even

seems likely, to.help to restore a better population balance by keeping

men in. the countryside., satisfied with higher income and by providing

women with those opportunities of employment in town which, they do not

have today, £hi*i> indeed ?is one of, the lessons of history although one

that has for long been ignored. Already,, visiting the town of-Kano in

1854, Bartfr .observed that fit owed its existence to iihe4- handicrafts •

(IIMor0fCCoi'vfeather work, .cotton goods). Since then, in a .more general .■ ?

way, itus^ian historians have shown that it was by handicrafts rather

than trade tha#. Europe^s medieval towns rose to seminence. In the light-•'

of modern techniques, ^he^rurbanizaiion of Africa certainly calls for

the same sort of deyelopm-B&t^. ■}: ;.- .: ■ ■ " , ■-i -

: ,The spate of investments after the second Uorld War was: clearly

marked by a tendency to, concentrate,on certain privileged points, whioh

was reflected byv-the appearanceLpn the maps of veritable "urban arcbipel

agos" in which towns already meriting the title Of metropolises are :

shown surrounded by "satellites", while vas1! regions remain with hardly

any towns at all, A minimum readjustment appears inevitable, since

several colonial, federations, have broken up into independent States

of smaller dimensions anxious to build1up th«ir own urban oentres,

However, to try to turn t.his particular tide would appear to be as use

less an^, as dangerous.ast:trying to reverse the fundamental trend towards

urbanisation^ With the disappearance of the colonial factorf revision ~

and more so,a reversal of all values - is all the less necessary in s -;

that the^urbanization process took the precise form ,of a challenge the

colonial .^system (especially in its ."trading economy" aspect) and of a '■■

component essential to the success of independence movements. The

reasons_.Lwhy the population of a particular region conglomerated in
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■ written-law, a lowfigure indicative of the existence of many family

properties; - It must'beborne-in inind that the two questions of family

and property are"closely linked together and that any growth of

individual property is a threat td-'the "extended" family concept. : r

TEe new African societies will-have to decide in how far the urban

familywill cling to or depi-rt-'frora it3 traditions. At the present

time, the-question most discussed is the dowry. It does not seem to '

be -& ptirely social matter. The dowry is. a problem because all money '

questions are problems at the stager'of unbalanced and disjointed growth

through which the African economies are now passing*

*=■- ' At first it seems that the question of tradition hardly comes ' 'A

into the problem of municipal administration/ owing $bL: the newness of0

the tdwns and of the technical problems arising inihera. But even

within the "Jestern^framework good municipal1 administration demands a ;i

rare familiarity liith the1 realities'of two different worlds. Many : ;-

muni'cipal African budgets need revision to establish, among other ■■'*■'■'-"

thirige, 'wliether the European-style taxes have a wide enough base on'

which to stand when levied' in Africa, The rates system introduced

from -fche-United Kingdom, for instance^' can be applied only to buifcd—;":

ings of greater value -than of the majority of African dwel:l±ngs#

Local culture comes into its own as soon as the purely technical

field is left behind. The fact is tha;;t the1 town-dwellers of Tropical

Africa have already reformed their own institutions and hav* th«m&elves

set up authorities that are those neither of *Zie: -tribe* or of the

adminiHtration,1 Official recognition of these substitute leaders

will perhaps help to maintain'public order niore'efficiently and

expensively than instituti ns bf Westorh origin. ' i;
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rights* since at. each step there is the temptation^to accept uncritically

systems "based on Western values. This danger of "ethnocentrisffi"-should

be kept in mind>before:starting to criticize or to denounce .the attitudes

of women, children and of certain minorities and other groups conspicuous

for their resistance to. Western influences. There is no social problem

except where those who.represent the society in question think that

the whole society should.unite to suppress certain activities. Of

course, all societies demand a minimum of harmony among their members

and, objectively, that minimum..can bo said to be lacking whenever violent

conflicts arise between certain groups, such as age,.kin, tribal, ethnic,

religious or professional groups* or when the authorities do not manage

to fulfil. their bounden duties. , . '■

There is no, doubt that such conflicts are now affecting daily life

in many African towns* but their seriousness is often exaggerated* The

one which attracts most attention is perhaps that underlying juvenile ;

delinquency...Here as elsewhere there is need to go back to the local

tradition to reveal, the gap that remains, to be filled in urban organiz-*-

ation as it exists for the time being. The child needs a fuller train

ing- than what he gets from,a school steeped in a tradition foreign to <

his environment* Many African governments, in their various efforts

to organize :,youth, have already shown at. least experimental paths tor-:

follow. ,-■ On the other hand nowhere is the problem of youth separate

from the:i family problem*5; Here?: however, the: danger of "ethnocentrism"

becomes, pressing* I^:ie;^rong to opsak of the disappearance of the

family in a continent where the family never-had the characteristic

"nuclear" quality (father, ..mother, and children alone) of.. the Western

ideal. The most tljat:,.oan be,.said ii that this type of family is slow,,

in appearing, and those observers who are acquainted with kinship group

questions note the persistence in the urban environment of the tradit

ional tendency to form groups according to line of descent and to keep

them in control of, for example, property. In Lagos, even estates

that were originally individual are seldom divided up among the heirs,

so that 2,900 out of 15,000 properties are registered under the English
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certain towns should "be studied in each specific case and wherever they

are proven to be sound, it is around the centres already in existence

that the development policy should "be framed.

Since the acceptance of great human congeries ia as inevitable

in Africa as" elsewhere and consequently the desirability of finding

them a livelihood acknowledged, it remains to be seen whether these

congeries can organize themselves into peaceable and coherent groups.

The first point to stress is that they should be, not organized, but

allowed to organize themselves. The distinction is fundamental though

ea,sy to forget* it has feeen the more easily disregarded in that the

"town-country" contrast has often been presented as identical with the

"Africa-West" contrast, and a very high authority has actually wydt-fen

that in Africa the urbanization problem is coupled with an acculturat

ion problem that does not exist in Europe, A distinction must be drawn:

the problem of acculturati n exists for many new town-dwellers through

out the entire world, whether they are newcomers from the countryside

into towns in their own country, or emigrants abroad* Moreover this

problem does not necessarily exist .for all inhabitants of African

cities, even where the latter are of the "colonial" or "artificial"

type. There are in Lagos, families that have lived in-town so long

that they should be' approached not with, but for lessons on how to

achieve an-in^egra^ed communityjwith its own system of values. There

is little difference between the1 situation of the many families from

Saijat Louis: and, other towns in Senegal that have immigrated to Dakar;

and .that, of those dnvLagos. Both situations are duplicated on a

smaller 3.cal.e in many other towns of Tropical Africa.

Thus the social problem of urbanization turns out to be one

less of adaptation than of recognition of the soundness of local facilit

ies for adaptation. This is not °to underestimate the problem. The

idea of imposing metropolitan-, values seems condemned by the. a-Tiolitibh <'■-

of the colonial system but these values seldom had a purely national

character. To frame an urban policy truly respectful of local value

is not much easier than the framing of a universal charter of human
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